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Helsinki

Police shot and wounded 
a suspect after a stabbing 

spree in which a man killed 
two people and wounded six 
others in the Finnish city of 
Turku yesterday.

Within hours the force had 
announced increased police 
patrols across the country.

“There are eight victims in 
the stabbing. Two dead and 
six injured,” Turku police 
tweeted after the assault in 
a market square. A hospital 
official told journalists all the 
victims were adults.

Police shot one suspect 
in the thigh minutes after 
the attack at another square 
nearby, arresting him and 
confiscating his knife.

His identity has not yet 

been established, police said 
four hours after the attack, 
nor was the motive for the 
attack clear.

While security forces 
wrote on Twitter that police 
were “looking for other 
possible perpetrators”, police 
told journalists it was likely 
there was only one attacker.

The stabbing spree comes 
with Europe on high alert 
a day after drivers slammed 
vehicles into pedestrians in 
two attacks in Spain, killing at 
least 14 people and injuring 
more than 100 others. The 
Islamic State (IS) group has 
claimed responsibility for the 
Barcelona attack.

In Turku, images of a body 
covered in a white blanket 
were published on some 

online news sites, including 
the local daily Turun 
Sanomat.

The attack took place in 
the heart of the port city in 
southwestern Finland, just 
after 4:00 pm (1300 GMT) 
in a bustling neighbourhood.

“The perpetrator stabbed 
two people on the market 
square, one of whom came to 
the aid of the other,” police 
told reporters.

“Then the perpetrator left 
the square to a busy street 
and stabbed more people.” 

Police arrested a suspect 
minutes later.

One victim died at the 
scene and the other in 
hospital, police said.

Bystanders had rushed to 
the scene to help the victims.
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A video grab taken from Instagram shows officials standing in a 
street next to a person lying on the ground in the Finnish city of 
Turku where several people were stabbed.

Police officers stand-
ing next to a person 
lying on a stretcher

Suspects 
hunted


